Humans can routinely follow a trajectory defined by a list of images/landmarks. However, traditional robot navigation methods require accurate mapping of the environment, localization, and planning. Moreover, these methods are sensitive to subtle changes in the environment. In this letter, we propose PoliNet, a deep visual model predictive control-policy learning method that can perform visual navigation while avoiding collisions with unseen objects on the navigation path. PoliNet takes in as input a visual trajectory and 360 • images from robot's current view and outputs velocity commands for a planning horizon of N steps that optimally balance between trajectory following and obstacle avoidance. Po-liNet is trained using a differentiable neural image predictive model and a traversability estimation model in an model predictive control setup, with minimal human supervision. PoliNet can be applied to visual trajectory in new scenes without retraining. We show experimentally that the robot can follow a visual trajectory even if it does not start from the exact same position and in the presence of previously unseen obstacles. We validated our algorithm with tests both in a realistic simulation environment and in the real world outperforming state-of-the-art baselines under similar conditions in success rate, coverage rate of the trajectory, and with lower computational load. We also show that we can generate visual trajectory in simulation and execute the corresponding path in the real environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
A UTONOMOUS moving agents should be able to reach any location in the environment in a safe and robust manner. Traditionally, navigation and obstacle avoidance have been performed using signals from GPS, Lidars, or depth sensors [1] , [2] . However, these sensors are expensive and prone to failures due to reflective surfaces, extreme illumination, or interference [3] . On the other hand, RGB cameras are inexpensive, available on almost every mobile agent, and work in a large variety of environmental and lighting conditions. Further, as shown by many biological systems, visual information suffices to safely navigate the environment. Manuscript Visual navigation is the task of moving between two locations in the environment based on visual signals [4] . Previous approaches to visually guide a mobile agent have approached the problem as a control problem based on visual features, leading to VS methods [5] . However, these methods have a small region of convergence and do not provide safety guarantees against collisions. More recent approaches [4] , [6] - [8] have tackled the navigation problem as a learning task. Using these methods the agent can navigate different environments. However, reinforcement learning based methods require collecting multiple experiences in the test environment. Moreover, none of these methods explicitly penalize navigating untraversable areas and avoiding collisions and therefore cannot be use for safe real world navigation in changing environments.
In this letter, we present a novel navigation system based solely on visual information provided by a 360 • camera. The main contribution of our work is a novel neural network (NN) architecture, PoliNet, that generates the velocity commands necessary for a mobile agent to follow a visual path (a video sequence) while keeping the agent safe from collisions.
To learn safe navigation, PoliNet is trained to minimize a Model Predictive Control (MPC) objective by backpropagating through a differentiable visual dynamics model, VUNet-360, and a differentiable traversability estimation network, GONet, both inspired by our prior work [9] , [10] . PoliNet learns to generate velocities by efficiently optimizing both the path following and traversability estimation objectives.
We evaluate our proposed method and compare to multiple baselines for autonomous navigation on real world and in simulation environments [11] . We ran a total of 10000 tests in simulation and 110 tests in real world. Our experiments show even in environments that are not seen during training, our agent can reach the goal with a very high success rate, while avoiding various seen/unseen obstacles. Moreover, we show that our model is capable of bridging the gap between simulation and real world; Our agent is able to navigate in real-world by following a trajectory that was generated in a corresponding simulated environment without any retraining.
As part of the development of PoliNet we propose VUNet-360, inspired by our prior view synthesis method for mobile robots, VUNet [9] . VUNet-360 propagates the information between cameras pointing in different directions; in this case, the front and back views of the 360 • camera. Finally, we release both the dataset of visual trajectory (VT) and the code of the project and hope it can serve as a solid baseline and help ease future research in autonomous navigation. 1 
II. RELATED WORK

A. Visual Servoing (VS)
VS is the task of controlling an agent's motion so as to minimize the difference between a goal and a current image (or image features) [5] , [12] - [15] . The most common approach for VS involves defining an Image Jacobian that correlates robot actions to changes in the image space [5] and then minimizing the difference between the goal and the current image using the Image Jacobian to compute a gradient. There are three main limitations in VS approaches: first, given the greedy behavior of the servoing controller, it can get stuck in local minima. Second, direct VS requires the Image Jacobian to be computed, which is costly and requires detailed knowledge about the sensors, agent and/or environment. Third, VS methods only converge well when the goal image can be perfectly recreated through agents actions. In the case of differences in the environment, VS methods can easily break [16] .
The method we present in this letter goes beyond these limitations: we propose to go beyond a pure greedy behavior by using a MPC approach. Also, our method does not require expensive Image Jacobian computation but instead learns a NN that correlates actions and minimization of the image difference. And finally, we demonstrate that our method is not only robust to differences between subgoal and real images, but even robust to the large difference between simulation and real so as to allow sim-to-real transfer.
B. Visual Model Predictive Control
MPC [17] is one of optimal control algorithm that calculates the optimal control signals to minimize a cost while satisfying a set of constraints. To predict next states MPC requires a dynamic model of the process. Visual MPC applies the MPC framework to the VS problem predicting images [18] - [22] . Sauvée et al. [23] proposed an Image-based VS method (IBVS, i.e. directly minimizing the error in image space instead of explicitly computing the position of the robot that would minimize the image error) with nonlinear MPC procedure. This method measures differences at four pixels on the known objects. In contrast, our method uses the differences in the whole image to be more robust against noise and local changes and to capture the complex scene.
Finn and Levine [21] proposed a Visual MPC approach to push objects with a robot manipulator and bring them to a desired configuration defined in image space. Similar to ours, their video predictive model is a NN. However, to compute the optimal next action they use a sampling-based optimization approach. Compared to Finn and Levine [21] , our work can achieve longer predictive and control horizon by using a 360 • view image and a more efficient predictive model (see Section V). At execution time, instead of a sampling-based optimization method, we use a NN that directly generates optimal velocity commands; 1 http://svl.stanford.edu/projects/dvmpchttp://svl.stanford.edu/projects/dvmpc this reduces the high computational load of having to roll out a predictive model multiple times.
Another group of solutions, proposed to imitate the control commands of a MPC using NN [24] - [26] . Differently, we do not train our network PoliNet to imitate an MPC controller but embed it into an optimization process and train it by backpropagating through differentiable predictive models.
C. Deep Visual Based Navigation
There has been a surge of creative works in visual-based navigation in the past few years. These came with a diverse set of problem definitions. The common theme of these works is that they don't rely on traditional analytic Image Jacobians nor SLAM-like systems [2] , [27] - [29] to map, localize and control motion, but rather exploit recent advances in machine learning, perception and reasoning to learn control policies that link images to navigation commands [4] , [30] - [33] .
A diverse set of tools and methods have been proposed for visual navigation. Learning-based methods including Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) [4] , [34] , [35] and Imitation Learning (IL) [36] have been used to obtain navigation policies. Other methods [30] , [37] use learned classical pipelines to perform mapping, localization and planning with separate modules. Chen et al. [38] proposed a topological representation of the map and a planner to choose behavior. Low level control is behaviorbased, trained with behavior cloning. Savinov et al. [8] built a dense topological representation from exploration with discrete movements in VizDoom that allows the agent to reach a visual goal. Among these works, the subset of visual navigation problems most related to our work is the so-called visual path following [6] , [7] . Our work compared to these baselines, avoids collisions by explicitly penalizing velocities that brings the robot to areas of low traversability or obstacles. Additionally, we validate our method not only in simulation but also in real world. We show that our agent is able to navigate in real-world by following a trajectory that was generated in a corresponding simulated environment. These experiments show that our method is robust to the large visual differences between the simulation and real world environments. We also show in our evaluation that our method achieves higher success rate than both [6] , [7] .
III. METHOD
In this section, we introduce the details of our deep visual MPC approach based on 360 • RGB images.
The input to our method is a VT and a current image, both from a 360 • field-of-view RGB camera. The trajectory is defined as consecutive images (i.e. subgoals or waypoints) from a starting location to a target location sampled at a constant time interval. We represent the 360 • images as two 180 • fisheye images (see Fig. 2 ). Thus, the trajectory can be written as a sequence of K subgoal image pairs,
where the superindex f indicates front and b indicates back. This trajectory can be obtained by teleoperating the real robot or moving a virtual camera in a simulator.
The goal of our control policy is to minimize the difference between the current 360 • camera image at time t, (I f t , I b t ), and the next subgoal image in the trajectory, (I f j , I b j ), while avoiding colliding with obstacles in the environment (obstacles may or may not have been present in the VT). To minimize the image difference, our control policy moves towards a location such that the image from onboard camera looks similar to the next subgoal image.
A simple heuristic determines if the robot arrived at the current subgoal successfully and switches to the next subgoal. The condition to switch to the next subgoal is the absolute pixel difference between current and subgoal images:
where j is the index of the current subgoal and d th is a threshold adapted experimentally.
The entire process is depicted in Fig. 2 . Note that, our agent transitions between the subgoals without any geometric localization and path planning on a map.
A. Control Policy
We propose to control the robot using a MPC approach in the image domain. However, MPC cannot be solved directly for visual navigation since the optimization problem is non-convex and computationally prohibitive. Early stopping the optimization leads to suboptimal solutions (see Section V). We propose instead to learn the MPC-policy with a novel deep newral network (DNN) we call PoliNet. In the following we first define the MPC controller, which PoliNet is trained to emulate, and then describe PoliNet itself.
PoliNet is trained to minimize a cost function J with two objectives: following the trajectory and moving through traversable (safe) areas. This is in contrast to prior works that only care about following the given trajectory. We propose to achieve these objectives minimizing a linear combination of three losses, the Image Loss, the Traversability Loss and the Reference Loss. The optimal set of N next velocity commands can be calculated by the minimization of the following cost:
with κ 1 and κ 2 constant weights to balance between the objectives. To compute these losses, we will need to predict future images conditioned on possible robot velocities. We use a variant of our previously presented approach VUNet [9] as we explain in Section III-B. In the following, we will first define the components of the loss function assuming predicted images, followed by the description of our VUNet based predictive model.
Image Loss:
We define the image loss, J img , as the mean of absolute pixel difference between the subgoal image (I f j , I b j ) and the sequence of N predicted images (Î f t+i ,Î b t+i ) i=1···N as follows:
with N pix being the number of pixels in the image, 128 × 128 × 3, (Î f t+i ,Î b t+i ) i=1···N are predicted images generated by our predictive model (Section III-B) conditioned on virtual velocities, and w i weights differently the contributions of consecutive steps for the collision avoidance.
Traversability Loss: With the traversability loss, J trav , we aim to penalize areas that constitute a risk for the robot. This risk has to be evaluated from the predicted images. Hirose et al. [10] presented GONet, a DNN-based method that estimates the traversable probability from an RGB image. Here we apply GONet to our front predicted images such that we compute the traversability cost based on the traversable probabilitŷ p trav t+i = GONet(Î f t+i ). To emphasize the cases with low traversable probability over medium and high probabilities in J trav , we kernelize the traversable probability asp trav = Clip(κ trav ·p trav ). The kernelization encourages the optimization to generate commands that avoid areas of traversability smaller than 1/κ trav , while not penalizing with cost larger values.
Based on the kernalized traversable probability, the traversability cost is defined as:
Reference Loss: The image loss and the traversability loss suffice to follow the VT while avoiding obstacles. However, we observed that the velocities obtained from solving the MPC problem can be sometimes non-smooth and non-realistic since there is no consideration of acceptableness to the real robot in the optimizer. To generate more realistic velocities we add the reference loss, J ref , a cost to minimize the difference between the generated velocities (v i , ω i ) i=0···N −1 and the real (or simulated) velocities
The reference loss is defines as:
This cost is only part of the MPC controller and training process of PoliNet. At inference time PoliNet does not require any geometric information (or the velocities), but only the images defining the trajectory.
B. Predictive Model, VUNet-360
The previously described loss function requires a forward model that generates images conditioned on virtual velocities. In prior work we presented VUNet [9] , a view synthesize approach to predict future views for a mobile robot given a current image and robot's possible future velocities. However, we cannot use VUNet as forward model to train PoliNet within the previously defined MPC because: 1) the original VUNet uses and predicts only a front camera view, and 2) the multiple step prediction process in VUNet is sequential, which not only leads to heavy computation but also to lower quality predictions. We address these problems we propose VUNet-360, a modified version of VUNet that uses as input one 360 • image (in the form of two 180 • images) and N virtual velocities, and generates in parallel N predicted future images.
The network structure of VUNet-360 is depicted in Fig. 3(a) . Similar to the original VUNet, our version uses an encoderdecoder architecture with robot velocities concatenated to the Fig. 3 . Network structure of VUNet-360 comprising a encoder-decoder with concatenation of virtual velocities in the latent space for conditioning and a blending mechanism (left); A novel blending module (details on the right) exploits the corresponding part of the front and back images to generate full front and back virtual 360 images. latent vector. One novelity of VUNet-360 the computation is now in parallel for all N images. We also introduced the blending module that generates virtual front and back images by fusing information from the input front and back images. Figure 3 (b) shows i-th blending module for the prediction of I f t+i . Similar to [39] , we use bilinear sampling to map pixels from input images to predicted images. The blending module receive 2 flows, F ff t+i , F fb t+i and 2 visibility masks W ff t+i , W fb t+i from the decoder of VUNet-360. This module blends the sampled front and back imagesÎ ff t+i ,Î fb t+i by F ff t+i , F fb t+i with the masks W ff t+i , W fb t+i to use both front and back image pixels to predictÎ f t+i . To train VUNet-360 we input a real image (I f t , I b t ) and a sequence of real velocities (v i , ω i ) i=0···N −1 = (v t+i , ω t+i ) i=0···N −1 collected during robot teleoperation (see Section IV) and we minimize the following cost function:
where (I f t+i , I b t+i ) i=1···N are the ground truth future images and (Î f t+i ,Î b t+i ) i=1···N are the VUNet predictions.
C. Policy Neural Network, PoliNet
The optimization problem of the MPC with the predictive model described above cannot be solved online within the required inference time due to the complexity (non-convexity) of the minimization of the cost function. We propose to train offline a novel NN, PoliNet, to solve the optimization problem and use it in the online setup (only the light blue box in Fig. 4) to generate the velocities. The network structure of PoliNet is simply constructed with 8 convolutional layers to allow fast online computation on the onboard computer of our mobile robot. In the last layer, we have tanh(·) to limit the linear velocity within ±v max and the angular velocity within ±ω max .
Similar to the original MPC, the input to PoliNet is the current image, (I f t , I b t ), and the subgoal image, (I f j , I b j ), and the output is a sequence of N robot velocities, (v t+i , ω t+i ) i=0···N −1 , that move the robot towards the subgoal in image space while keeping it away from non-traversable areas. By forward calculation of PoliNet, VUNet-360, and GONet as shown in Fig. 4 
We randomly choose the future image from the dataset as the target
Here, k is the random number within N r .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We evaluate our deep visual naviSation approach based on our learned visual MPC method as the navigation system for a Turtlebot 2 with a Ricoh THETA S 360 camera on top. We will conduct experiments both in real world and in simulation using this robot platform.
To train our VUNet-360 and PoliNet networks we collect new data both in simulation and in real world. In real world we teleoperate the robot and collect 10.30 hours of 360 • RGB images and commanded velocities in twelve buildings at the Stanford University campus. We separate the data from the different buildings into data from eight buildings for training, from two buildings for validation, and from two other buildings for testing.
In simulation we use the GibsonEnv [11] simulator with models from Stanford 2D-3D-S [40] and Matterport3D [41] datasets. The models from Stanford 2D-3D-S are office buildings at Stanford reconstructed using a 3D scanner with texture. This means, for these buildings we have corresponding environments in simulation and real world. Differently, Matterport3D mainly consists of residential buildings. Training on both datasets gives us better generalization performance to different types of environments.
In the simulator, we use a virtual 360 • camera with intrinsic parameters matching the result of a calibration of the real Ricoh THETA S camera. We also teleoperate the virtual robot in 36 different simulated buildings for 3.59 hours and split the data into 2.79 hours of training data from 26 buildings, 0.32 hours of data as validation set from another 5 buildings, and 0.48 hours of data as test set from another 5 buildings.
To train VUNet-360 and PoliNet, we balance equally simulator's and real data. We train iteratively all networks using Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0001 on a Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU. All collected images are resized into 128 × 128 before feeding into the network.
Parameters: We set N = 8 steps as horizon and 0.333 s (3 Hz) as inference time. This inference time allows to use our method in real time navigation. The values correspond to a prediction horizon of 2.667 s into the future. These values are a good balance between long horizon that is generally better in MPC setups, and short predictions that are more reliable with a predictive model as VUNet-360 (see Fig. 5) .
v max and ω max are given as 0.5 m/s and 1.0 rad/s. Hence, the maximum range of the prediction can be ±1.333 m and ±2.667 rad from the current robot pose, which are large enough to allow the robot avoiding obstacles.
In J img , w i = 1.0 for i = N and w N = 5.0 to allow deviations from the original VT to avoid collisions while encouraging final convergence. κ trav for J trav is set to 1.1 and d th is defined as
when switching the subgoal image. k th is experimentally set to 0.7. The weight of the different terms in the cost function (Eq. 1) are κ 1 = 0.5 for the traversability loss and κ 2 = 0.1 for the reference loss. The optimal κ 1 is found through ablation studies (see Table V ). Setting κ 2 = 0.1, we limit the contribution of the reference loss to the overall cost because our goal with this additional term is not to learn to imitate the teleoperator's exact velocity but to regularize and obtain smooth velocities. In addition, we set N r = 12 to randomly choose the subgoal image for the training of PoliNet.
V. EXPERIMENTS
We conduct three sets of experiments to validate our method both in simulation and the real world. We first evaluate the predictive module, VUNet-360. Then, we evaluate the performance of PoliNet by comparing it against a set of baselines, both as a MPC-learned method and as a core component of our proposed deep visual navigation approach. Finally, we perform ablation studies to understand the importance of the traversability loss computed by GONet in our loss design.
A. Evaluation of VUNet-360
Quantitative Analysis: We first evaluate the quality of the predictions from our trained VUNet-360 on the images of the test set, and compare to the original method, VUNet. We use two metrics: the pixel difference (lower is better) and SSIM (higher is better). As is shown in Fig. 5[c] , VUNet-360 clearly improves over the original method in all stages of the prediction.
Qualitative Analysis: Fig. 5[a] , [b] shows predicted images from VUNet and VUNet-360 for two representative scenarios. In the images for each scenario, on the left side we show the current real front and back images that compose the 360 • image. From second to fourth column, we show the ground truth image, VUNet prediction and VUNet-360 prediction for 1, 4 and 8 steps into the future. In the first scenario, the robot is turning in place. In the second scenario, the robot is moving forward while slightly turning left. We observe that VUNet-360 predicts more accurately future images and handles better occlusions since it is able to propagate information between cameras for the prediction.
B. Evaluation of PoliNet
We evaluate PoliNet and compare it to various baselines, first as method to learn to perform MPC, and then as core of our visual navigation approach. We now briefly introduce the baselines for this evaluation, while encourage readers to refer to the original papers for further details.
MPC online optimization (back propagation) [43]:
This baseline backpropagates during test time from the loss function J to search for the optimized velocities instead of using a NN. This approach is often used when the MPC objective is differentiable [43] . We evaluate three different number of iterations for the backpropagation, n it = 2, 20, and 100.
Stochastic optimization [21] : We use a cross-entropy method (CEM) based stochastic optimization algorithm similar to [21] as baseline. To do that, we sample M sets of N linear and angular velocities, and calculate J for each velocity. Then, we select K set of velocities with the smallest J and resample a new set of M from a multivariate Gaussian distribution of K sets of velocities. We evaluate three sets of parameters of this method: (M , K, n it ) = (10, 5, 3), (20, 5, 5) , and (100, 20, 5).
Open loop control: This baseline replays directly to the teleoperator's velocity commands in open loop as a trajectory.
Imitation Learning (IL) [36] : We train two models to imitate the teleoperator's linear and angular velocity. The first model learns to imitate only the next velocity (comparable to PoliNet with N = 1). The second model learns to imitate the next eight velocities (comparable to PoliNet with N = 8).
PoliNet as learned MPC: Table I depicts the quantitative results of PoliNet as a learned MPC approach. Since our goal is to learn to emulate MPC, we report J, J img , J trav , and J ref of our approach and the baselines in 8000 cases randomly chosen from the test dataset. In addition, we show the memory consumption and the inference time, crucial values to apply these methods in Both the backpropagation and the stochastic optimization baselines with largest number of iterations n it and bigger batch size M reach the lowest cost values. However, these parameters do not allow to compute at the 3 Hz, a constraint to be applied to real time navigation. To achieve that computation frequency we have to limit M and n it to a small number leading to worse performance than PoliNet. Our method achieves a low cost with little GPU memory occupancy (325 MB) and high computation frequency (72.25 Hz). Open loop control and IL also achieve low cost with acceptable calculation speed and memory size but are less robust and reactive as we will see in the next set of experiments.
PoliNet for Deep Visual Navigation: To evaluate PoliNet as the core of our deep visual navigation approach, we perform three sets of experiments. In the first set, we evaluate navigation in simulation with trajectories generated also in simulation. In the simulator we can obtain ground truth of the robot pose and evaluate accurately the performance of the methods. In the second set, we evaluate in the real world the execution of real world VT. In the third set, we evaluate sim2real transfer, whether PoliNet-based navigation can reproduce in the real world trajectories generated in simulation.
For the first set of experiments, navigation in simulation, we generate virtual trajectories of the robot in three environments (dashed lines in Fig. 6 ) and obtain VT by sampling images at 0.333 Hz. During test time, the robot starts randomly within the gray area and needs to arrive at the goal. Obstacles are placed in the blue areas (on trajectory) and red areas (off trajectory). To model imperfect control and slippage between ground and wheels, we multiply the output velocities by a uniformly sampled value between 0.6 and 1.0. With this large execution noise we can evaluate the robustness of the policies. Table II depicts the success rate, the coverage rate (ratio of the subgoal images covered), and Success weighted by (normalized inverse) Path Length (SPL) [44] of 100 trials for each of the three scenarios and the average over all 300 trials. Here, the definition of the arrival is that the robot is in the range of ±0.5 m of the position where the subgoal image was taken (note that the position of the subgoal image is only used for the evaluation).
Our method achieves 0.997 average success rate without obstacles and 0.850 with obstacles and outperforms all baseline methods. The SPL for our method is close to the success rate, which indicates that the robot follows the subgoal images without large deviation. Interestingly, in case B, IL with N = 8 achieves better performance with obstacle than without obstacle. This is because the appearance of the obstacle helps the navigation in the area where the method fails without obstacle. Note that, we show the results of [6] without collision detection, because their evaluation doesn't support detecting collisions. We also implemented [7] ourselves and trained on our dataset.
To verify that the results are statistically significant, we further evaluated our method compared to the strongest baseline, IL(N = 8) and ZVI [7] , in seven additional random environments, and each 100 additional random runs. Our method obtained a total average success rate, coverage rate, and SPL of (0.979, 0.985, 0.979) without obstacles, and (0.865, 0.914, 0.865) with obstacles. This performance is higher than IL: (0.276, 0.629, 0.274), and ZVI: (0.574, 0.727, 0.573) without obstacles, and IL: (0.313, 0.643, 0.312), and ZVI: (0.463, 0.638, 0.461) with obstacles. These experiments further support the effectiveness of our method. Figure 6 [d] shows robot trajectories in two scenarios with and without obstacle. The blue lines are the robot trajectories of 10 trials from the difference initial pose without obstacle. The red and green lines are the trajectories of 10 trials with the obstacle A (red) and the obstacle B (green). The grey circle is the convergence area of the goal. Our method deviates correctly from the VT to avoid obstacles and arrives at the goal area without collisions.
In the second set of experiments we evaluate PoliNet in real world navigation with and without previously unseen obstacles. We obtain VT by teleoperating the real robot and evaluate their execution different days and at different hours so that the environmental conditions change, e.g. different position of the furniture, dynamic objects like the pedestrians, and changes in the lighting conditions. Table III shows the success rate and the coverage rate with and without obstacles in the original path. Our method achieves high success rate and coverage rate for all cases and outperforms the baseline of IL with eight steps by a large margin. Note that other baselines cannot be used in this real time setup. Figure 7 [a] depicts some exemplary images from the navigation in real world. The figure depicts the current image (left), subgoal image (middle) and the predicted image at the eighth step by VUNet-360 conditioned by the velocities from PoliNet (right). There are some changes in the environment between the time the trajectory was recorded (visible in the subgoal image) and the testing time (visible in the current image). For example, the door is opened in first example (top row), the light in one room is turned on and the brown box is placed at the left side in second example (second row), and the lighting conditions are different and a pedestrian is visible in the third example (third row). Even with these changes, our method generates accurate image predictions, close to the subgoal image. This indicates that PoliNet generates velocities that navigate correctly the robot towards the position where the subgoal image was acquired.
In the third set of experiments we evaluate sim-to-real transfer: using VT from the simulator to navigate in the corresponding real environment. We generate three trajectories in simulation in the model of our building and perform 10 trials for each trajectory at different days and times of the day. The results of the sim-to-real evaluation are summarized in Table IV . The performance of our navigation method is worse than real-to-real, which was expected because there is a domain difference between simulation and real world. Despite of that, our method can still arrive at the destination without collision in most of the experiments, indicating that the approach can be applied to generate virtual VT to be executed in real world. Figure 7 [b] depicts some exemplary images from navigation in the sim-to-real setup. The discrepancies between the simulated images (subgoals) and the real images (current) are dramatic. For example, in 1st row, the black carpet is removed; in 2nd and 3rd row, there are big color differences. In addition, the door is opened in 3rd row. To assess whether the velocities from PoliNet are correct, we compare the predicted 8th step image and subgoal image. Similar images indicate that the velocities from PoliNet allow to minimize visual discrepancy. Despite the changes in the environment, our deep visual navigation method based on PoliNet generates correctly velocities to minimize the visual differences.
C. Ablation Study of Traversability Loss Generation
In our method, J trav is one of the most important components for navigation with obstacle avoidance. We evaluate J, J img , J trav and J ref for each weighting factor q g = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0 of J trav on the test data of both simulator's images and real images. In addition, we evaluate the model's navigation performance in simulation. We test our method 100 times in three different environments with and without obstacles. Average of the success rates (the ratio which the robot can arrive at the goal) are listed in the most right side. Table V depicts the result of this ablation study for J trav . We observe that a larger q g value leads to lower J trav and larger J img costs. However, the success rate of q g = 1.0 is almost zero even for the environment without obstacles. The reason is that too large q g values lead too an over-conservative policy that doesn't reach the goal: the learned policy tends to avoid narrow paths to keep J trav high, failing to arrive at the target image. Based on this study, we selected q g = 0.5 for the all evaluations for our method.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a novel approach to learn MPC policies with DNN and apply them to visual navigation with a 360 • RGB camera. We presented PoliNet, a NN trained with the same objectives as an MPC controller so that it learns to generate velocities that minimize the difference between the current robot's image and subgoal images in a VT, avoiding collisions and consuming less computational power than normal visual MPC approaches. Our experiments indicate that a visual navigation system based on PoliNet navigates robustly, following a VT both in simulation and the real world.
One draw back of our method is that it fails occasionally to avoid large obstacles due to the following three main reasons: 1) In the control policy, traversability is a soft constraint balanced with convergence, 2) The predictive horizon is not enough to plan long detours and thus the agent cannot deviate largely from the VT, and 3) because large obstacles occupy most of the area of a subgoal image impeding convergence. In the future, we plan to experiment with traversability as hard constraint, increase the prediction horizon, and better transition between the subgoal images.
